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QUESTION 1

What is an SAP AddOn? 

A. A set of Java libraries, distributed as a JAR file, used to call external service providers, such as payment, tax, or fraud
service providers. 

B. A type of extension running on a separate framework that provides specialized backend functionality and connects
with SAP through RESTful Web services 

C. A commerce extension that provides optional functionality, such as behavioral targeting, vouchers, Solr faceted
search, or subscriptions 

D. A type of extension that allows you to extend SAP Commerce accelerator functionality, such as sharing ona social
network 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In Order Management Services module, what are the functionalities of Sourcing Allocation? (2) 

A. Sourcing Service provides a fitness evaluation to perform calculations to determine the optimal sourcing locations or
consignment configurations to source orders 

B. Allocation Service can modify the sourcing result from the Sourcing Service 

C. Sourcing Service offers functionality to determine the number of consignments and create the corresponding
consignments 

D. Allocation Service allows reallocation of items from a consignment to another warehouse 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

How can you configure personalized versions of a webstore for two different user groups using personalization based
on SmartEdit? (2) 

A. Create one customization with two target groups and two sets of storefront changes 

B. Create two customizations, each with its own target group and storefront changes 

C. Create two customizations that use the same target group but separate sets of storefront changes 

D. Create one customization and one target with two sets of storefronts changes 

Correct Answer: AB 
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QUESTION 4

You are asked to propose an automated high-performance solution for updating the products on a retail store\\'s web
site. You are also told that the product protfoliio is only updated at the beginning of the month. What would you propose
for this requirement? 

A. Cron jobs 

B. Workflows 

C. RESTful web services D. ImpEx 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You have been asked to import some data using ImpEx scripts that create user interface components on a storefront. 

What tool would you use to execute the ImpEx scripts? 

A. hybris Administration Console 

B. SmartEdit 

C. Product Cockpit 

D. Order Fulfillment Cockpit 

Correct Answer: A 
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